Global
Fashion
Summit:
Singapore Edition
Global Fashion Summit: Singapore Edition 2022 will be hosted on 3 November
2022 at Hilton Singapore Orchard. A welcome cocktail reception will be held the
evening before on 2 November 2022 at the iconic rooftop restaurant, Cé La Vi,
6-8pm.
The new edition in Southeast Asia is the first time that the event will be hosted
outside of Copenhagen since its inception in 2009. It will build on the
conversations and learnings from the Copenhagen event in June, with a deeper
focus on the perspectives of manufacturers and supply chain partners and
elevating diverse voices to further understand how the industry can collaborate
to reduce social and environmental impact in the entire value chain.

Alliances for a New Era
The theme of Global Fashion Summit: Singapore Edition continues GFA’s focus on ‘Alliances For a New
Era’. Under this theme, the Summit will call on the industry to accelerate change - encouraging more
alliances between manufacturers, suppliers, investors, brands, NGOs, policymakers and more. It will also
examine cross-industry alliances, in a bid to accelerate the transition to a net positive reality. With a
targeted audience of fashion leaders including new voices, the forum will facilitate intimate discussions
and networking opportunities between industry stakeholders and decision makers.

Ticket Packages
Regular

$500-745*

Premium

$855-945*

NGO

$395

Plenary Stage
Sessions
Case Study
Sessions
Digital Networking
Welcome Cocktail
Reception (2 Nov)
Breakfast & Lunch
(3 Nov)
Premium Seating
Summit OnDemand Library
Access
SAC Annual
Member Meeting
Access (1 Nov)
SAC Annual
Member Access (2
Nov)

*Prices for Regular and Premium Tickets vary depending on size of the company.
**Early bird combo ticket promotion applies for a limited time only

(SAC Member)

Combo
(Non-SAC

$1955 (20% off)**

$1485 (15% off)**

Combo

Member)

Regular Ticket: Elements Included
Plenary
Sessions

Practical
Case
Studies

Half of the programme will be dedicated to
educational and action-oriented business case studies
with options for direct interaction and live reactions.
These will include tangible learnings and concrete
recommendations to mobilise guests to take
immediate action.

Welcome Cocktail
Reception (2
November)
Digital
networking
access
Full-day
catering

Premium Ticket:
Elements Included

The plenary sessions consist of high-level
keynote speeches, panels and conversations
with leading voices from the fashion industry.
By Bringing the forum to Southeast Asia, the
new edition will include even more
manufacturer and supply chain partner voices
in the programme to form a deeper
understanding of sustainability challenges,
differences, and opportunities to collaborate
with brand executives on equal terms.

On the 2 November, 6-8pm, we invite all participants
to join us for a cocktail at the iconic rooftop restaurant
Cé La Vi.

Participants are automatically registered for the Global
Fashion Summit online Hopin platform, which allows you to
connect, stay informed and updated on the Summit
programme, engage with other attendees, and gives you the
opportunity to ask questions live during panel debates.

The restaurant Estate, will serve an international flavours menu
with locally sourced products.

ALL OF THE ABOVE, PLUS:
• Premium seating for plenary sessions
• 6-month access to the Summit on-demand content library after
the event

Should you have any questions regarding the tickets and the Summit in general please contact
us at info@globalfashionagenda.com.

